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Therefore I tell you, don’t worry about your life, what you’ll 
eat or what you’ll drink, or about your body, what you’ll wear.  

Is not life more than food, and the body more than clothing?  
 Look at the birds of the air.  They neither sow nor reap nor 

gather into barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them.  
Are you not of more value than they?  And can any of you by 

worrying add a single hour to your span of life?   
And why do you worry about clothing? Consider the lilies of 

the field, how they grow.  They neither toil nor spin, yet I tell you, 
even Solomon in all his glory was not clothed like one of these.  

 But if God so clothes the grass of the field, which is alive 
today and tomorrow is thrown into the oven, will God not much 
more clothe you—you of little faith?   

Therefore don’t worry, saying, “What will we eat?” or 
“What will we drink?” or “What will we wear?”   

For it’s the Gentiles who strive for all these things; and 
indeed God, your heavenly Father, knows that you need all these 
things.   

But strive first for the kingdom of God and God’s 
righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well 
                                                                            - Matthew 6:25-33 

 
 
 You cannot tell it by looking at most of the people who call 
themselves Christians, but Jesus was a bit of a hippy.  He had long 
hair and a beard.  He wore sandals.  He ate organic.  He walked 
from town to town with a peculiar bunch of friends.  Sometimes 
he wandered off alone to hike in the mountain—and talk to God.   

Jesus did not have a job.  He spent most of his time with poor 
people and social outcasts.  He was against materialism and 
intolerance.  He talked like a hippy about loving your neighbor 
and forgiving your enemies.  He had strong words about 
hypocrites.  He was constantly in trouble with the authorities.  He 
got arrested. 



At times, Jesus sounds hostile towards the rich, “It’s easier 
for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich person 
to get into heaven.”   

He is biased in favor of the poor, “Blessed are you poor—for 
yours is the kingdom of heaven.” 

Jesus is idealistic like a hippy.  He said that peacemakers are 
the children of God.  He came this close to quoting the Beatles’ 
“All you need is love.”   
 This is not to suggest that Jesus would fit in at Woodstock. 
Jesus was not in favor of free love.  He got angry at men who used 
women.  Jesus said a married man who so much as lusts for 
another woman has committed adultery in his heart.  That is harsh.  
Jesus was hard on religious people—brood of vipers, fires of hell, 
that kind of stuff. 
 If we are going to follow Jesus, we probably do not need to 
quit our jobs, buy tie-dyed T-shirts, and listen to the Grateful 
Dead.  But there are places where Jesus sounds like the Dude in 
The Big Lebowski.  Halfway through the Sermon on the Mount 
Jesus says:  “If you decide to live for God, you won’t fuss about 
what’s on the table or whether your clothes are in fashion.  You 
won’t care about going to fine restaurants or if the collar on your 
shirt’s a little frayed.  You won’t get caught up in trivialities like 
fancy jewelry or juicy steaks.  Blue jeans are comfortable.  Peanut 
butter is nutritious.” 
 “Look at the birds, free and unfettered, not tied down to 
monotonous jobs, care free in the love of God.  They don’t worry 
about moving up the corporate ladder.  Yet God cares for them.  
You count more to God than birds.”  
 “Don’t worry about how you look.  No matter how many 
nips and tucks you get or how often you have your hair 
highlighted, you’re still wasting every minute you spend in front 
of the mirror.” 
 “Instead of walking through Barney’s and looking for what’s 
in fashion, walk through the fields and look at the scarlet poppies.  
They never primp or shop, but have you ever seen colors so 



beautiful?  People’s Sexiest Man Alive looks like a 
Congregational minister when compared with wild flowers.” 
 “If God gives such attention to the appearance of flowers—
most of which are never even seen—don’t you think God will care 
for you?  You need to relax.”  

Jesus’ sermon is difficult for people like us.  We want good 
food, fine clothing, and more money just like everybody else.   
We worry about how we look.  Because I dress so stylishly, you 
probably assume that I have extensive knowledge of fashion, but I 
do not.  I pick out three ties and ask Carol, “Which one matches?”   

She says, “None of them.” 
 We worry about how much money we have.  The fiscal 
habits of most people in the United States have little in common 
with the Sermon on the Mount, and everything in common with 
free-market capitalism and social Darwinism.   

We worry.  Will my children get into good schools?  How 
will I pay for my children’s education?  Will I have enough for 
retirement?  We just want enough.  We just want more. 

If we are not on guard we will be infected by the greed that 
surrounds us:  Soren Kierkegaard writes:  “Riches and abundance 
come hypocritically clad in sheep’s clothing pretending to be 
security against anxieties and then they become the object of 
anxiety.  They secure us against anxieties just about as well as the 
wolf which is put to tending the sheep secures them against the 
wolf.”   

A Roman proverb says the same thing: “Things are like sea 
water.  The more you drink the thirstier you become.” 

If we choose to worry, we will always be able to find reasons 
from our own deteriorating body, to something we did long ago, 
to something that might happen in the future.   

Charlie Brown put it:  “I’ve made a new commitment.  From 
now on I’ll dread just one day at a time.” 
 What we know but pretend we do not know is that listening 
to our anxieties does not help.  Anxiety does not free us to act, but 
puts us in a state of paralysis.  The root of the word anxiety means 



“to choke.”  Anxiety is constricting.  That is physically true.  
Anxiety constricts blood vessels, the throat, and the gut.   

It is also true spiritually.  Anxiety constricts faith, narrows 
hope, and keeps us from love.  Anxiety takes our open hands and 
tightens them into a fist.  Anxiety prevents us from living as 
God’s people. 
 William Willimon tells a story about Millard Fuller, the 
founder of Habitat for Humanity.  Fuller preached at the Chapel at 
Duke University when Willimon was the Dean.  In his sermon, 
Fuller told about how he and his wife decided to move their 
family out of their comfortable, affluent existence in New York to 
a poor section of Americus, Georgia, and to wait for God to tell 
them what to do next.   

Fuller said, “God told us to begin building houses for the 
poor, one house at a time.”   

After worship the next week, someone asked Willimon a 
curious question, “How old were Fuller’s children when he made 
that move to Americus, Georgia?”  

Willimon replied, “Well, they must have been small.  
They’re grown up now.”    

Willimon writes: “I didn’t get the point until a second person 
asked me virtually the same question.  ‘How old were Fuller’s 
children when he and his wife decided to uproot their family?’   
Then I got the point.  It’s fine for Millard Fuller to have some sort 
of strange religious experience, to get converted, and to do what 
he wants to do about it.  But it’s not fine for him to drag his 
helpless children into all that with him. That’s unfair.  That’s 
putting the children at risk.”     

Willimon continues:  “One of the people who asked me the 
question was a father whose daughter I knew to be on birth control 
pills since she was sixteen years old, and whose son is in his 
second series of treatments at a drug abuse center” (William 
Willimon, Pulpit Resource, June 30, 1996, 53-54).  

Some parents are more afraid of their children following 
Jesus by caring for the poor than they are of their children’s lives 
being poisoned by the world’s toxic views of sex and materialism.  



If Jesus preached the Sermon on the Mount today, some parents 
would be afraid that their children would believe it.   

Anxiety trusts money rather than God.  Anxiety closes the 
door of hospitality to the poor, strangers, and outcasts.  Anxiety 
tells a church that some people cannot be welcomed.  Anxiety 
makes us hoard things in order to have more than enough 
tomorrow.   
 Jesus points to a different way.  Jesus points to whatever 
birds were flying above them or singing around them:  “Look at 
the birds of the air.”  The word for “look” means to “look 
thoughtfully.”   

“Consider the lilies of the field.”  He is not referring to what 
we think of as lilies, but to the wildflowers blooming on those 
hills—lavender, gold, scarlet, and blue.  Jesus says, “Consider 
them” The word means “to ponder deeply.”  Emily Dickinson 
writes, “Consider the lilies” is the only commandment I ever 
obeyed.”  If you are going to pick one commandment to obey you 
could do worse. 

The crowds had come to see Jesus, but Jesus says, “Look 
over there for a bit” and directs our attention to hyacinths and 
swallows.  Look for what they teach you about God.  God is a 
birdwatcher who delights in feeding the birds.  Why wouldn’t God 
give us what we need?  God is a gardener.  Would you look at 
how gorgeous the flowers are!  Such beauty speaks volumes about 
who we are to God. 
 It is worth pondering, that the world is waving all these 
unnecessary colors, all this wanton splendor.  The world could 
have been less brilliant, duller, with fewer shades to touch our 
hearts.  It is as if God set beauty in the world with our needs in 
mind.  Can this beauty come from anything but an infinitely 
beautiful mind, a mind with a flair for extravagance? 
 Listen to Robinson Jeffers’ poem, “The Excesses of God”: 
 Is it not by his high superfluousness we know our God?   
 For to be equal a need is natural, animal, mineral:  

but to fling rainbows over the rain 
and beauty above the moon,  



 and secret rainbows on the domes of deep sea-shells, 
and make the necessary embrace of breeding beautiful also as 
fire, 

 not even the weeds to multiply without blossom 
nor the birds without music: 

 There is the great humaneness at the heart of things, 
The extravagant kindness . . . . 

(Robinson Jeffers, Selected Poems, New York: Vintage Books, 
1965, 72) 
 Paul Duke writes, “So far as we know, we’re the only 
creatures who feel it.  Petunias never gasp at a sunset, but we 
do.  The face of a cow never breaks into a smile at the beauty of 
the hills, but ours do.  We are made to be moved and, being 
moved, to learn our truest identity.  Like all God’s creations, we 
are delighted in and cared for.  But beyond this, God so honors us 
as to sing to us through these creations, to whisper down from the 
stars, to speak to us from the birds of the air and the lilies of the 
field.  If God has cared for us not only to meet our need but to 
raise us up for such high communion, how can we possibly remain 
in the grip of anxiety?  God has sent us flowers to move and lift 
the heart.  How can we, how dare we, be anxious, when we are so 
made and so lifted and called to serve in the kingdom–the garden 
of God?”  (Paul Duke, The Wildflower Gospel, First Baptist 
Church, Ann Arbor, Michigan, May 29, 2005). 
 Have you never known a person who is thankful who is at 
the same time small or mean or bitter or greedy or selfish or takes 
pleasure in anyone else’s pain?  Gratitude does not work that way.  
Thankfulness makes us more kind, forgiving and generous with 
each other.   
 This Thursday is meant to remind us that we can choose to 
be grateful.  On Thanksgiving we will have enough to worry 
about—flight connections, politics at the table, and a non-
negotiable menu.  You may make a magnificent meat loaf, a 
luscious lasagna or a peerless poached salmon, but on Thursday 
you are out of luck.  You are stuck with turkey or judgment.  Even 
the side dishes allow little wiggle room.  The food is not even the 



worst of it.  The Thanksgiving meal is not only supposed to be 
delicious, it is supposed to be the centerpiece of a gathering that 
practically glows with the love of family and the warmth of 
friendship.   
 Let’s let go of the anxiety and take a deep breath.  The 
success of Thanksgiving does not rest on the flawless execution of 
a meal.  Success rests on whether we have opened our eyes to see 
the truth in our lives, to see how surrounded by blessing we are, 
how much we have been forgiven, how much joy and beauty and 
kindness and high purpose and tender mercy is laid upon us. To 
see the world is to be swept into gratefulness, and gratefulness 
makes what we have more than enough.   

We have a thousand reasons to give thanks.  We need to 
notice, and be grateful. 
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